INNOVATIVE AND TEST
WINNING ROOF BOXES

NEW!

NX series

Packline has produced premium roof boxes with outstanding design for decades. Years of ongoing product development and
testing has resulted in a new generation of roof boxes. The Packline NX series is an innovative and award winning roof box series
with aerodynamic and elegant design, seamless closing and great storage capacity.
The new Packline NX series is a popular choice. It has received several
awards and nominations since it was first released. The customers truly
appreciate a state of the art roof box that matches the sophisticated lines
of premium cars. A combination of innovative Twin Sheet technology with
an elegant, aerodynamic design makes the Packline NX roof boxes appear
as an integrated part of the car. Not only highly appreciated by customers
- the NX 215 is also a winner of tests and has received numerous awards!
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It was nominated for the «Innovation Award» in Automechanica 2016, the
worlds biggest trade fair for the automobile aftermarket. NX 215 became
the winner of an extensive test of roof boxes in one of Swedens largest
automobile magazines, «Vi Bilägare», in July 2016. Packline NX 215 was also
given recognition for its superior quality when it received the GKV/TecPart
Innovation Prize in October 2016, during the K-Messe in Düsseldorf. We truly
appreciate the reception the new Packline NX roof boxes has received!

TESTVINNARE

GKV/TecPart Innovation Prize

Test Winner

Innovation Award nominated

Packline NX 215 received the GKV/TecPart
Innovation Prize in October 2016, during the
K-Messe in Düsseldorf. It was given recognition
for its high level of innovation and superior
quality.

NX 215 became test winner of an extensive
test of roof boxes in one of Swedens largest
automobile magazines, «Vi Bilägare», in July
2016. The roof box was applauded for its
design, functions, versatility and was undoubtedly
the test winner with only positive remarks.

Packline NX 215 was nominated for the
«Innovation Award» in Automechanica 2016,
the worlds biggest trade fair for the automobile
aftermarket.

NEW!

PERFECT
COMBINATION
OF VOLUME AND
DESIGN
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY MEETS AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
The Packline NX series consists of three different roof boxes; Packline NX 195, Packline NX 215 and Packline NX Premium. The Packline NX 195 and
215 are the first roof boxes in ABS produced with unique Twin Sheet technology. This makes a very solid, yet light construction, which allows a low
sitting, elegant and aerodynamic design. Packline also produces the NX Premium, an exclusive fiberglass box with a two fold bottom and side walls.
The NX Premium is an extremely stable and secure roof box that fits low on the car. Every roof box in the NX series has the same seamless closing,
Packline’s innovative «Safe Nose» solution, great storage capacity and the elegant, aerodynamic design which is extremely low-sitting. All Packline roof
boxes are City Crash tested according to standard DIN 75302.

NX 215 - THE SCANDINAVIAN VERSION
FOR AN ACTIVE LIFESTYLE
The NX 215 is one of the world’s first roof boxes that is manufactured in ABS
plastic with Twin Sheet technology. The double layer of ABS plastic ensures
stability, while the roof box still is very lightweight. Unique features like the new
locking system and a push-button opening simplify the handling. The NX 215
is equipped with Packline’s unique Lift-Off system, which enables you to load
and unload from three sides simultaneously.

NX 195 - PERFECT FIT
The NX 195 is one of the World’s first roof boxes that is manufactured in ABS
plastic with Twin Sheet technology. The double layer of ABS plastic ensures
stability, while the roof box still is very lightweight. Unique features like the new
locking system and a push-button opening simplify the handling. The NX 195
is equipped with Packline’s unique Lift-Off system, which enables you to load
and unload from three sides simultaneously.

NX PREMIUM - EXCLUSIVE FIBERGLASS
ROOF BOX
NX Premium is the most exclusive roof box Packline has ever developed and
produced, and sets new standards in design and aerodynamics. The slim and
curved design blends in elegantly with the car’s shapes and lines. Its two fold
bottom and side walls ensure the highest stability and strength.
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